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Executive Summary
In November of 2018, Event Entertainment Group, Inc. (EEG), Inc sought to relocate their Ultra Music
Festival to Marine Stadium and Historic Virginia Key Beach Park (HVKBP). There were many concerns
from the community about these environmentally sensitive areas, and EEG stated that they wanted to
make a concerted effort to address all of them. Upon recommendation by Commissioner Ken Russell,
and before final city approval, EEG reached out to numerous local environmental groups to ask for input
and assistance to minimize their impact. Three environmental groups - VolunteerCleanup.Org, Surfrider
Foundation Miami Chapter, and Debris Free Oceans - recognized the sincerity of EEG’s leadership and
decided to engage in order to protect Virginia Key, HVKBP, and Biscayne Bay.
The environmental groups developed a list of deal-breaker requirements, which EEG agreed to in a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). In this MOU, EEG committed to a list of sustainability and
environmental protection actions that are well beyond what any other festival or event of this scale, in
the same venue has ever attempted or accomplished before. More impressive was that they integrated
this sustainability program in less than 4.5 months.
Important Notes about our participation:
• Environmental groups did not weigh in on whether the proposed venue was appropriate for a
festival the size of Ultra, and we still do not take any official position.
• The participating environmental groups have experience specifically in marine debris, festival
greening, recycling, waste reduction, and community engagement. There were a number of
concerns outside of our expertise in which we encouraged EEG to seek expert guidance.
• The Environmental Groups were not provided any financial compensation for their assistance.
We proceeded with this endeavor with 5 primary goals:
1) Protect our beautiful Biscayne Bay and Historic Virginia Key Beach Park.
2) Help EEG develop best practices for sustainable festivals and encourage EEG to replicate these
practices in the other 40+ events they host around the world.
3) Leverage the prominence of Ultra in the Electronic Dance Music scene to set the bar for other
festivals to work towards.
4) Educate festival goers on the importance of protecting our planet and ‘leave no trace’.
5) Have the City of Miami and Miami-Dade County build many of these same sustainability
requirements into their Special Events Permits for other festivals and events that wish to host
events throughout the city.
Overall, we felt that EEG did an excellent job in reducing their landfill waste, increasing the capture of
recyclable materials, engaging the attendees to protect the bay and park. In the next few pages, we
provide details and feedback of EEG’s achievements and successes within the structure of the MOU as
personally observed by members of the environmental groups who were on-site during all days of the
festival. Per our MOU agreement, this report card has been reviewed and approved without influence
by EEG in advance of the release.

Overall First Year Sustainability Grade: A
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Memorandum of Understanding
A. Purpose.
1. EEG is the producer of Ultra Music Festival, which was produced on Virginia Key in Miami, Florida on
March 29, 30 and 31, 2019 (the “Event”). The Environmental Groups are actively involved in the South
Florida community in the protection of, and advocacy for, the environment. EEG and the Environmental
Groups were interested in identifying and pursuing opportunities to collaborate to help minimize or
eliminate any adverse effects of the Event on the environment (the “Purpose”).
2. The objective of this MOU was to memorialize the relationship between the parties, including any
prospective collaborations between EEG and the Environmental Groups that will assist in achieving the
Purpose, as well as to set forth EEG’s pledge with respect to these matters. EEG adopted and
implemented initiatives as part of its ongoing staging requirements for the Event on Virginia Key
commencing with the 2019 Event. To that end, EEG pledged to undertake the following initiatives:
a. Beach Access. Patrons at the Event were to have no beach access during the production of
the Event.
Eliminating Beach Access - Grade A+ : Access to the water, beach and sensitive areas
was blocked by fencing, gates, and security guards. Some trees were fenced off.
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b. Education and Awareness. Waste bins at the Event were to have three compartments, labeled
(for example) for “recycling”, “landfill” and “compost.” EEG would attempt to work with a non-profit
to arrange for volunteers or paid workers to be stationed by some or all of the bins to supervise
the sorting of waste.
Recycling and Landfill Front of House - Grade A- : EEG hired Clean Vibes - a wellestablished, professional festival greening & waste management company - who brought
the experience, capabilities and materials to achieve the desired outcome of effective
waste management and litter prevention to the festival.
•
•
•
•
•

Recycling and Landfill bins were placed everywhere throughout the venues, wellmarked and color coded, and easily accessible to patrons.
They followed best practices of pairing landfill and recycling together and used clear
bags so the patrons could visually see what belonged where and allowed waste
workers to ensure there wasn’t significant contamination.
The Clean Vibes staff collected the waste bags and handled sorting to ensure
material landed in the proper waste hauler bin.
The only flaw we saw was that some bins that didn’t have signs were difficult to
discern at night. We recommend rechargeable ‘book lights' to light up the signs.
Per Ultra, 53,000 pounds of waste was diverted from landfill through recycling and
100% of the recycling loads were accepted by the local recycling facility.

Recycling and Landfill Back of House - Grade A+ : Waste hauler bins were clearly
labeled and Clean Vibes was responsible for ensuring proper separation.
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Composting – Grade C:
Successes:
• EEG did enter into a contract with Fertile Earth to handle composting of both food
waste and food service items
• EEG required all food vendors to have compostable food service items and we
saw almost complete compliance
• Per Ultra, 3,700 pounds of food waste was repurposed into animal feed through
the composting program
Challenges:
• Due to a lack of industrial composting infrastructure in South Florida, the only
viable option was using the food waste as animal feed. This highlights a
structural problem beyond EEG’s control and limits the potential of bio-plastics.
• Apparently, there is new evidence that many molded fiber food tray products may
contain chemicals unsafe for animal consumption. Not all food service items met
the last-minute requirements for composting as designated by Fertile Earth.
• Due to the limitations for animal feed and the necessity for hand sorting,
composting was set up only at the food area at Marine Stadium.
• For future events, there needs to be earlier coordination between the composter
and the food vendors on what they can use.
Waste Station Volunteers - Grade B :
Successes: We did see the Clean Vibes team pulling out contamination and
emptying the bins regularly – we did not see any overflowing bins.
Challenges: There was a lack of volunteers staged at the waste bins to educate
patrons, especially at HVKBP. Finding volunteers is challenging, so EEG may
need to hire people in future years, or find innovative solutions – such as taping
‘sample’ materials on each bin showing what belongs in them (ie, taping a beer
can & water bottle to the recycling station and cups to the landfill bin).
c. No polystyrene Products or Plastic Straws. EEG was to prohibit the use or distribution of
polystyrene products or plastic straws at the Event by EEG or its vendors.
No Polystyrene or Plastic Straws - Grade A+ : We did not see any polystyrene on the
festival grounds. While polystyrene is not legally allowed in City of Miami parks, many
events and festivals in Marine Stadium and HVKBP still use it. We did not see any plastic
straws on the festival grounds This eliminated roughly 90,000 plastic straws.
d. Turtle Nesting Season. EEG was to attempt to complete its Event site restoration obligations
under its license agreement with the City of Miami prior to the beginning of turtle nesting season
in May.
Turtle Protection - Grade A+ : EEG blocked all access to the beach areas during the
festival, and left HVKBP before the official start of turtle nesting season.
e. No balloons. EEG was not to use, and would not permit its vendors to use, any balloons at the
Event.
No Balloons - Grade A+ : There were no balloons seen anywhere on the premise. Post
MOU creation, EEG also agreed to ban confetti, streamers, and other common festival
items which could have made it into the water or left a mess on the grounds.
f. “Leave No Trace.” EEG was to adopt a “leave no trace” policy for its Event patrons.
Leave No Trace policy - Grade A+ : EEG made a written commitment to embark on a
strong “Leave No Trace” plan as a core focus. They shared the new policy on their
website and on all social media accounts.
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Outreach Campaign – Grade A+ : EEG introduced the “Mission: Home” sustainability
campaign which drove the sustainability plan into the expected actions and behaviors of
the company, vendors and attendees to protect OUR shared home. They made their
mission very clear and facilitated an excellent, effective, and long-lasting conversation
with festival goers before and during the event through web, social media, and press.
Their social media campaign reached over 2.7 million people before the festival gates
even opened. https://ultramusicfestival.com/mission-home/ & https://www.instagram.com/ultra
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Signage and Messaging – Grade A+ : There was fantastic positive and inspirational
messaging from the minute you walked into the venue and sharing the importance of
stewardship. We were very impressed with their “Leave No Trace” messaging on the
lighting displays on the festival’s main stage in between DJ sets.

Litter – HVKBP - Grade A+ : We were thrilled that the venue appeared exceptionally
clean. There were enough waste stations, appropriate messaging, and volunteer staff to
establish the social expectations which the attendees followed.
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Litter – Marine Stadium - Grade A- :
Successes: We were thrilled that the attendees didn’t leave trash in the general
or food areas.
Challenges: There were bottles and cans in the middle of the main stages,
which is expected at any music event, but the main source of litter came from ID
Check security guards issuing wrist bands and throwing the little tabs on the
floor. There needs to be one of two solutions. 1) Switch to hand stamps or 2)
issue a garbage can at the checkpoint and educate the security staff.

g. Mass Transit Plan. EEG was to develop a mass transit plan to mitigate transportation impacts.
Mass Transit Plan : While not an area of expertise for us, we inserted this into the MOU
to ensure that EEG clearly heard the residents when they said they didn’t want traffic
jams on the island. EEG developed a very aggressive mass transit plan which eliminated
on-site parking, utilized buses to and from and only allowed ride sharing drop-offs at the
festival. There were logistical challenges with capacity and organization on the way out
first night, causing a festival-goers to walk along the causeway to the mainland. These
issues seemed to be improved on night 2 and 3. We noticed the buses lined up were
needlessly idling while waiting to pick up passengers, and the festival could easily
achieve additional CO2 and NOx reductions by establishing a no-idle line and only have
the buses idle for air conditioning within close proximity of the passenger pick up area.
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h. EEG was to partner with an organization that could help guide and facilitate waste reduction
and cleanup, such as Clean Vibes, Reverb or an entity with a similar mission.
Waste Reduction Professionals - Grade A+ : EEG hired Clean Vibes - a wellestablished, professional festival greening & waste management company - who brought
the experience, capabilities and materials to achieve the desired outcome of effective
waste management and litter prevention.
3. As to the following initiatives, EEG was to use reasonable good-faith efforts to introduce
the following initiatives into its business model for the Event at Virginia Key:
i. Waste Reduction Plan. A plan to eliminate the use of single-use plastics and plastic bottles at
the Event and expand the Event’s existing water-refill program.
Waste Reduction Plan - Grade A - EEG exceeded our expectations with single-use
plastic reduction:
• Upon initial planning, it was learned that the City of Miami permit required beer to
be poured in non-recyclable plastic cups in the general areas, however we
considered this wasteful as aluminum cans are effective containers and highly
recyclable. EEG asked the City for permission to serve in aluminum cans and
established an excellent recycling strategy to reclaim and reduce landfill waste.
This is an enhancement for the City of Miami Special Events Permit Guide.
• Cocktails were served in paper cups, eliminating 225,000 plastic cups
• There were no plastic straws or consumer plastic bags, with the exception of a
limited quantity of merchandise plastic bags used at marine stadium only.
• All vendors sold food in paper containers and most provided bamboo or
biodegradable utensils.
• With more time, EEG could consider some additional innovations to provide draft
beer and cocktails with BYO Cup, refillable ‘collectors’ cups, or cup deposits.
Water Refill Program - Grade B+
Successes: EEG expanded the number of water refill stations from 4 to 6
stations and encouraged water refills through signage. The well utilized high-end
‘Hydration bars’ to provide filtered water. The water stations themselves poured
95,444 liters of water which is equivalent to saving 190,888 plastic water bottles
– 17.5% better than from previous years.
Suggestions: 1) There need to be more refill station locations. At HVKBP, there
was no water station at the largest main stage, only one at the front of the park. If
Ultra uses the same footprint in future years, we would like to see 1 additional
location in Marine Stadium and 1 additional location in HVKBP. 2) We also
believe EEG could mitigate lost revenue from the sale of water bottles by selling
branded Hydro Packs at the water refill station instead of at merch. 3) The water
refill stations also need to be better advertised, as they were difficult to find. In
order to attract more attention to the water stations, art installations viewable
from far distances could be installed above the stations. For example, a large
water droplet sculpture with light-up capability at night could attract guests from
all over the area to the water refill station
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j. A plan to minimize or eliminate liquid waste or food waste spillage or runoff was to be created.
Spillage Elimination - Grade A : EEG implemented rules in their vendor contract which
stated the goals and expectations. We saw no indication of runoff.
k. Fireworks. A plan to identify environmentally friendly solutions for pyrotechnics so that firework
debris is minimized, particularly in the water surrounding the site of the Event was to be created.
Fireworks - Grade B : EEG committed to using close-proximity pyrotechnic alternatives
to fireworks that are perchlorate free and 100% self-consuming to protect surrounding
grounds and water from debris. However, a tree did catch on fire and could have caused
serious damage if it had spread out of control.
l. Environmental and Economic Advisory Board. EEG was to form an environmental and
economic advisory board, which was to be comprised of environmental consultants,
environmentalists and environmental groups to mitigate and reduce the environmental impacts of
the Event.
Advisory Board : A board was not convened due to difficulty in finding available or
willing experts at no charge. EEG did pay experts to address wildlife, noise, and
compliance in an effort to address specific concerns that other environmental
organizations and citizens brought up that were not specifically part of the MOU. Our
observations are noted in the “Other Comments’ section below.
B. Vendors.
EEG was to require each of its vendors for the Event, as part of the vendor qualification process, to either
make the same pledges that EEG is making in this MOU or to provide a comparable environmental
program as part of its contract with EEG. EEG’s contracts with vendors will provide that the failure of the
vendor to adopt and comply with such policies to protect the environment will constitute a material breach
under each vendor’s agreement with EEG, and EEG will enforce this provision of the contracts.
Vendor Compliance - Grade A : The vendor contract was very comprehensive and
appeared to be followed. We saw almost full compliance in plastic free service throughout
the event. Only 2 vendors in Marine Stadium were providing plastic forks on Sunday night
(Vietnamese Noodle Bowl and Caribbean Food Truck).
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Other feedback and comments outside of the scope of this MOU.
Reusable Cup Program – BSuccesses: Reusable cups were available for sale at merch for refills.
Challenges: Vendors would not refill the reusable or BYO cups without first pouring a
drink into a disposable paper cup and throwing the disposable cup away, which negates
the benefit of a reusable cup program.
Feedback: Enabling and encouraging attendee participation in waste reduction would be
a great area for enhancement due to its long-range educational impact.1) They would sell
more reusable cups if they sold them at the bar and offered a $1 discount on drink refills.
2) The Reusable Cups weren’t very special, and many might throw them away thereby
creating more waste. We suggest making them super cool that people will value, save
and reuse. Alternatively, just focus on paper cups with either a deposit system or
discount incentive.
Fisheries, Wildlife and Noise Pollution – Many citizens and environmental groups were
concerned about the impact on wildlife. While this is not our area of specialization, we did
observe the following:
NOAA FISHERIES NOISE POLLUTION: Noise mitigation features were incorporated to
reduce noise levels transmitted to neighboring facilities and wildlife. There was one
outdoor smaller stage in HVKBP which was close in proximity to the NOAA Fisheries.
The stage speakers pointed South East – away from the NOAA Fisheries. We observed
that EEG stacked large shipping containers behind the speakers to act as a sound buffer.
They appear to be the containers that the fencing was delivered in, so it was a good
repurposing of those units. We went in front of the NOAA Fisheries and was able to have
a very low volume conversation while we took video recordings. We suggest interviewing
staff and experts to get their perspective. See/hear video: https://youtu.be/l6TTFmhUEH4
CROCODILE POND: At non-Ultra events, we usually see a fence abutting the trees
surrounding the alligator pond without much buffer. EEG cordoned off a much larger
space and created an innovative ‘crocodile crossing’ using elevated fencing at the section
most used by the crocodile for crossing (as determined by environmental consultant) so
s/he could move freely along its normal daily routine. These areas were also ‘back-ofhouse’, so there were no attendees nearby to disturb the natural ecosystem.

HVKBP VOLUME: Based on our unscientific observation, the volume at HVKBP seemed
no louder than other events that we have been to at the same venue. The 2 main stages
were in tents that allowed better sound control.
ARTHUR LAMB ROAD TO WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT: Due to positioning of
the main-stage speakers, the natural areas on Arthur Lamb Road were dark and quiet,
minus the mobile lights and idling buses. We walked midway towards Virginia Key
Outdoor Center and couldn’t hear any music. We had no access to MAST Trail, but we
expect it was significantly louder than Arthur Lamb due to the Marine Stadium stages however we did notice noise mitigation features likely designed to isolate noise.
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Natural Bug Spray Stations – We appreciated the free natural bug spray stations. It came in
very handy when the sunset bugs came out.

Eco Village – EEG designed a very nice Eco Village space. There was very good programming
which drew a nice crowd to the non-profits. There could have been more NGO representation, but
the heavy insurance requirements and late-night staffing requirements are difficult for many
organizations (tabling after dark is also difficult and not beneficial). To attract more NGO’s, EEG
could offer a donation pool of $1 per attendee to be divided between the organizations.

Reusable Pocket Ashtrays – EEG purchased 6,000 custom pocket ashtrays for distribution to
educate smokers that cigarette butts are made of plastic and not biodegradable. They deployed
about 4,500 of them.

Sunscreen – Banana Boat Sunscreen available at Merch contains chemicals known to be
detrimental to coral reefs and questionable to human health – Oxybenzone and Octinoxate. We
suggest EEG change to a mineral based sunscreen using either Zinc or Titanium.
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